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A UNIFIED APPROACH TO MEASURABLE

AND CONTINUOUS SELECTIONS
BY

G. MÄGERL1

Abstract. An abstract selection theorem is presented which contains as

special cases-among others-the measurable selection theorem of Kura-

towski and Ryll-Nardzewski, as well as the continuous selection theorem of

Michael.

Introduction. Measurable and continuous selection theorems have found

manifold applications in several fields of analysis and it therefore seems to be

of some interest to have a unified approach to these two types of selections.

The aim of this article is to suggest a method for such a common treatment,

which yields a simultaneous proof of measurable selection theorems for

measurable correspondences and continuous selection theorems for lower

semicontinuous correspondences.

Since continuity of mappings and lower semicontinuity of correspondences

may both be regarded as measurability with respect to certain systems of sets,

which are here called pavings, the main result of this paper is stated as a

theorem on measurable selections for measurable correspondences between a

paved space and a metric space, the latter carrying some additional structure

needed to formulate the appropriate conditions.

This abstract result contains as special cases Michael's continuous selection

theorem, the measurable selection theorem of Kuratowski and Ryll-Nard-

zewski, a continuous selection theorem of Bauer and Bear and some further

results, most of which are due to Michael.
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Notation and terminology. In this paper, all topological spaces are assumed

to be Hausdorff and all vector spaces are assumed to be over the reals. The

closure of a subset A of a topological space is denoted by cl A, the convex

hull and the set of extreme points of a subset B of a topological linear space
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are denoted by conv B and ex B respectively. By a zero-dimensional space we

mean a topological space with covering dimension zero.

If X and Y are sets and <T> is a subset of their Cartesian product XX Y, we

write 4>(x) := {y G Y: (x,y) G $} for x G A'. If <&(x) is nonempty for all x,

then $ is called a correspondence between X and Y. Since in this case 0 can be

identified with a map from X to the nonempty subsets of Y, correspondences

are often called set-valued or multi-valued maps in the literature. By abuse of

notation, we often write "O: X —> Y is a correspondence" instead of "<& is a

correspondence between X and Y". Let $: X —> Y be a correspondence. For

/l Ç F we denote by $~X(A) := (x G X: <ï>(x) n -4 =^0} the preimage of A

under <ï>. A map /: X -> y is called a selection for 0 iff /(x) G <I>(x) holds for

all x G A'. If X is a set and S a collection of subsets of X, then £B is called a

paving and (X, é£) a paced" .space, if & is closed under finite intersections and

countable unions and if X and 0 belong to &. The pavings we deal with are

topologies, a-algebras and classes of the form %, where W is an algebra (% is

defined to be the collection of all countable unions of members of 'S).

If (X, &) is a paved space, Y a topological space, Í»: I -» y a correspon-

dence and /: A'-* Y a map, then $ (resp. /) is called ¡¿-measurable, iff

4>-'(G) G & (resp. /_I(G) G &) holds for all open G Q Y. If & is a

topology, an & -measurable correspondence is called lower semicontinuous and

the éE -measurable maps are the continuous ones.

A pair (C, S ) is called a (geometric) complex, if C is a subset of a linear

space and S is a covering of C by finite dimensional simplices contained in

C, such that S G S implies that all faces of S belong to S, and S, T G S

implies that S n 77 is a face of both S and 77 or empty.

Let (C, S) be a complex. We denote by V(C, S) its set of vertices (i.e. the

set of x G C such that (x) belongs to S) and call dim(C, S) := sup (dim S:

s G S} its dimension. For .y G C let 5(v) be the simplex of smallest

dimension in S, that contains v, and for x G F(C, S) we call St(x) :=

U {y G C: x G £(>>)} the star o/x. C is always assumed to be topologized

by the finest topology inducing the Euclidean topology on each S G S (this

topology is called the Whitehead topology).

If 'íl is a covering of a set M a complex N(%), called its (geometric) nerve

is assigned to % in the following way: For U G % let ev G R% be defined

by ev(V) - 0 for K # C/ and ev(U) = 1. Let §(%,) := (conv{eK: F G

%'}: %'ç %, <&' finite, n %' t¿0}, C(%) := U §(%) and set
N(<&):=  (C(%), §(%)).

1. Definitions and examples. In this section, those terms are defined that are

used to describe appropriate conditions on the correspondence under

consideration, as well as on its domain and its range to get the desired

selection theorem. Each definition is followed by examples which indicate
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how concrete selection theorems will be deduced from the abstract result. For

the remainder of the paper, k is a cardinal number and a a nonnegative

integer or oo.

The first definition will lead to a condition for the domain of the corre-

spondence.

Definition 1. A paved space (X, &) is called (k, a)-paracompact, iff every

covering <3à Q & of X with card % < k admits a refinement % * Q &, such

that

(i)dimJV0&*) < a,
(ii) there exists an éE-measurable map </>: X -» N(% *) with <j>~x(St(eB)) C B

for all B G % *.

Examples. (1) Let (X, &) be a paved set. If & is a a-algebra or more

generally if W is an algebra and â = %, then (X, &) is (n„ 0)-paracompact.

For the following examples, let X be a topological space and & the

topology of A'.

(2) If X is paracompact, (X, &) is (A;, oo) paracompact for arbitrary A;.

(3) If X is normal and countably paracompact, (A', &) is (N„ oo)-para-

compact.

(4) If X is normal, (A", #) is (K0, oo)-paracompact.

(5) If X is Lindelöf and has a basis of open-closed sets for its topology,

(A", &) is (k, 0)-paracompact for arbitrary k.

(6) If X is paracompact and zero-dimensional, (X, 6Î) is (k, 0)-paracompact

for arbitrary k.

(7) If X is normal, countably paracompact and zero-dimensional, (X, &) is

(n„ 0)-paracompact.

(8) If A1 is an arbitrary zero-dimensional space, (X, &) is (n0, 0)-paracom-

pact.

Proof. For the proof of (1) and (5)-(8) we show that each covering % C &

with cardinality as required has a disjoint refinement %*C(H. Then

dim N(<$> *) = 0 and <j>: X -> N(% *) defined by <b(x) := eB for x G fi G ® *

has the desired properties. For (6) and (7) this follows from Proposition 2 in

[8], for (8) from the very definitions.

(1) Let <$ be an algebra, & = % and <S = {£„: n G N} Ç £ be a

countable cover of Ar. For each n G N there exists a sequence (F^)meN in 5"

such that fi„ = U"_i ^. Hence {/£: n, m G N) is a cover of X by

members of ?F. Rearrange this family into a sequence (irn)„eN and set

Bf := F„ ß* := F„ \ \J"Z} F¡ for n > 2. Since f is an algebra each B*

belongs to ^ C &. B* :=   [B*: n G N) is obviously a disjoint refinement of

(5) Let ® be an open cover of X. By the assumptions on X there exists a

refinement $ ' of "3J consisting of sets which are both open and closed. By

the Lindelöf property, there exists a countable subcover [Bn: n G N} of ®'.
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Letting Bx* := Bx and B* := Bn \ U "Z\ B¡ we end up with a disjoint open

refinement {B*: n G N} of <S.

To prove (2) and (3), we start with an open cover "3J which is at most

countable in case (3). In both cases we get an open, locally finite refinement

% * of <•$ . By normality, there exists a partition of unity {<f>B: B G % *} on X,

subordinated to $ *. <¡>: X -» 7V(<$ *) defined by <p(x) := 2Be^ <i>B(*) ■ eB for

x G A" has the required properties (cf. [3, p. 172]). To prove (4) we simply

observe that the geometric nerve of a finite cover has finite dimension and

proceed as in (2) and (3).

Remark 1. In fact, if A" is a Hausdorff space with topology éE, then (A', &)

is

zero-dimensional and normal, iff (X, &) is (N0, 0)-paracompact.

zero-dimensional, normal and countably paracompact, iff (X, &) is («,, 0)-

paracompact.

zero-dimensional and paracompact, iff (X, &) is (k, 0)-paracompact for all

cardinals k. (Compare [10, pp. 109-110].)

The following definitions serve to formulate suitable conditions on the

correspondence and its range.

Definition 2. (a) Let y be a set and ^(Y) its power set. A map H:

9{Y)^9{Y) is called a hull-operator on Y if A Q H(A) = H2(A), H(A) Q

H(B)íotA QBQY, and H ({y}) = {y) for .y G y holds.

(b) A hull-operator H on a topological space Y is called a-convex, if the

following is true:

For every complex (C, S) with dim(C, S) < a and every

map p: F(C,S)-»y there exists a continuous map t:

C^Y such that t(S) C H(p(ex S)) for all simplices S G

S.

Examples. (9) The trivial hull-operator Ah*A on a topological space is

0-convex.

(10) The convex hull-operator Ah*conv A on a convex subset of a topo-

logical linear space is oo-convex.

(11) Let y be a convex subset of a vector space and d a convex metric in

the sense of Bauer and Bear on Y (i.e. the map (X, x,_y)i-»Ax + (1 — X)y from

[0, 1] X y2 onto y is continuous with respect to d, and for all convex A Ç Y

and e > 0 the set {y G Y: d(y, A) < e) is convex). Then the convex hull-

operator on y is oo-convex.

Definition 3. (a) Let y be a set, d a pseudometric on Y and H a

hull-operator on Y. d is called H-convex if for all A Q Y with A = H (A) and

all e > 0: {y G Y: d(y, A) < e) = H({y G Y: d(y, A) < e}).

(b) If y is a uniform space, a hull-operator H on Y is called compatible
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(with the uniform structure), if the uniformity of Y is generated by a family of

//-convex pseudometrics.

Examples. (12) Let y be a uniform space and H the trivial hull-operator on

y. Then every pseudometric on Y is //-convex and therefore H is compatible.

(13) If E is a vector space and d a pseudometric on E induced by a

seminorm, then d is //-convex, where H is the convex hull-operator on E.

Therefore, the convex hull-operator on a convex subset y of a locally convex

space is compatible with the natural uniformity of Y.

(14) Let y and d be as in example (11), then the convex hull-operator on Y

is compatible with the metric uniformity on Y.

Remark 2. If H is a compatible hull-operator on a metric space ( Y, d), the

metric d need not be //-convex (e.g. the convex hull-operator on a metrizable

locally convex space Y is compatible while even a translation-invariant metric

on y is in general not //-convex for the convex hull-operator H on Y).

Definition 4. A uniform space Y is called k- bounded iff for any entourage

F of y there exists Z Ç Y, card Z < k, such that Y = V(Z).

Examples. (15) A uniform space is totally bounded, iff it is N0-bounded.

(16) If a uniform space Y contains a dense subset Z with card Z < k, then

it is ^-bounded. In particular Y is fc-bounded for any k > card Y.

2. An abstract selection theorem. In this section, we state and prove the

abstract selection theorem. For the proof, we need two lemmas, the first

showing how (k, a)-paracompactness of paved spaces and a-convexity of

hull-operators are connected with selections.

Lemma 1. Let (X, &) be a (k, a)-paracompact paved space and H an

a-convex hull-operator on a topological space Y. Suppose Z to be a subset of Y

with card Z < k and {A(z): z E Z} C & to be a cover of X.

Then the correspondence T: X —> Y defined by T(x) := H({z E Z: xG

A(z)}) admits an ¿-measurable selection.

Proof. Since (A", &) is (k, a)-paracompact, there exist a refinement % C

& of {A(z): z G Z} with dim N(%) < a and an ^-measurable map <j>:

X -» 7V(<S ) such that $" x(St(eB)) Q B holds for all B G %. Let v: % -+ Z be

a map with B Ç A(v(B)) for B G % and define p: V(N(%))^> Y by

p(eß) := "(B)- By the a-convexity of H, we can extend p to a continuous

map t: N(<$>)-> Y such that

r(S) C H(p(exS)) = H({p(eB): eBES}) = H({v(B): eBES})

holds for each simplex S of N(% ). Obviously/ := r ° <¡> is an & -measurable

map from X into Y. To show that/ is a selection of T let x be an element of X

and S := S(<Xx)). Let B G <S be such that eB G S. Then «x) G St(eÄ) and

therefore x G <b~x(St(eB)) C B. Hence we have:
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/(x) = r(<i>(x)) E t(S) Ç H({v(B): eBES})ç H({v(B): x G B})

Q H({z G Z: x G A(z)}) = T(x).

The next lemma contains the essential idea to approximate the correspon-

dence in an appropriate way by measurable mappings. It corresponds to a

slightly extended version of Lemma (4.1) in [7] (or Lemma 1 in [8]) and to a

part of the proof of the main theorem in [5].

Lemma 2. Let (X, ($■) be a (k, a)-paracompact paved space, Y a k-bounded

uniform space and H an a-convex hull-operator on Y. Let dx, d2 be continuous

pseudometrics on Y and r, e be positive real numbers. Assume that í>: X —* Y is

an &-measurable correspondence, and g: A"—» Y an &-measurable map, such

that dx(g(x), í>(x)) < r holds for all x E X. Then there exists an im-

measurable map h: X —» Y such that for all x E X:

h(x) G H({y: d2(y, $(x)) < e}) n H({y: dx (y, g(x)) < r + e}).

Proof. Let d > sup(dx, d2) be another continuous pseudometric on Y.

Since y is ^-bounded, there exists Z Q Y, card Z < k, such that d(y, Z) <

e for all;' G Y. For z E Z let:

C(z) :=  <&-'({>>: d2(y, z) < e}) = {x: </2(*(*), z) < e),

D(z) := g-x({y: dx (y, z) < r + e}) = {x: dx (g(x), z) < r + e),

and A (z) := C(z) n D (z). Since 4» and g are & -measurable we have A (z) E

& for all z E Z and we claim that {A(z): z E Z} is a covering of X.

Let x be an element of X. By our assumptions on 4> and g there exists

y E $(x) with dx(g(x),y) < r. For y choose z E Z such that d(y, z) < e.

Then we can conclude:

(a) dx(g(x), z) < dx(g(x),y) + dx(y, z) < r + d(y, z) < r + e,

(b) ¿2(<ï>(x), z) < d2(y, z) < d(y, z) < e.

(a) implies x E D (z), (b) implies x G C (z), hence x E A (z).

Applying Lemma 1, we get an â-measurable map h: A'-» Y such that

h(x) G H({z G Z: x G A(z)}) for all x G X. Hence we have for all x G X:

h(x) E H({z G Z: x G A(z)}) C H({z G Z: x G C(z)})

n//({z G Z:xED(z)}) = H({z G Z: d2($(x), z) < e})

n//({z G Z: dx(g(x), z) < r + e})

and the proof of the lemma is complete.

With the aid of Lemma 2, we are able to prove the following abstract

selection theorem:

Theorem. Let (X, 6E) be a (k, a)-paracompact paved space, Y a k-bounded
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complete metric space and H an a-convex, compatible hull-operator on Y.

Then every ^-measurable correspondence 4> between X and Y such that

$(x) = cl 4»(x) = //(O(x)) admits an ^-measurable selection.

Proof. We may and do assume that the uniformity of Y is generated by a

sequence (dn)„ of //-convex pseudometrics, such that dn+x > 2- dn holds for

all».

With the aid of Lemma 2, we will construct a sequence (/„)„ of &-

measurable mappings from AT to y such that for all n > 2 and all x E X:

(iK(/„(x),<I>(x))< 1/2",

(Ü) d„_ ,(/„(4t,W)< 1/2"-2.
Assume for the moment that such a sequence is given. Then (ii) implies that

this sequence is uniformly Cauchy and-since Y is complete-converges to a

map /: X -» Y. This map is ¿E-measurable by uniform convergence of (/„)„,

ffi-measurability of each /„, metrizability of Y and stability of & under

countable unions (cf. e.g. [4, Chapter 9, §43, No. XI, p. 267], or the lemma in

[5]). From (i) follows that f(x) G cl 3>(x) = $(x) holds for all x, i.e. / is an

& -measurable selection of $>.

The sequence (/,)„ is constructed inductively as follows. Let without loss of

generality the pseudometric a", be bounded by \. Let /, be a constant map

from X into Y. Since X and 0 belong to &,fx is 6E-measurable and obviously

satisfies dx(fx(x), O(x)) < \ for all x G X. Applying Lemma 2, we get an

& -measurable map/2: X —> Y such that

/2(x) G H({y:d2(y,^(x)) <\}) n H({y: dx (/, (x),/2(x)) <f })

for all xEX. Since $(x) = H($(x)), {v} = H({y}) for all x G X and

y G y and since dx, d2 are //-convex, we can omit the H's above and

therefore (i) and (ii) hold for n = 2.

Now let n be at least 2 and /,,... ,/„_] with the desired properties be

given. Since d„_x(f„_x(x), $(x)) < 1/2""1 holds for all x G X we

get-applying Lemma 2 once more- an & -measurable/,: X -» Y such that

fn(x)EH^y:dn(y,<P(x))<j,))j

n n((r.dn_x(y,fn_x(x)) <^ + i,}).

As above, we may drop the //'s and see that (i) and (ii) hold for n.

By induction, the proof of the theorem is complete.

3. Special cases of the abstract theorem. In this section, we show how

several known selection theorems can be derived from our abstract theorem

as special cases.
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(1) Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski [5]. Let X be a set, § an algebra

of subsets of X and & := % the countably additive class generated by *3~. Then

every 6E- measurable correspondence between X and a Polish space Y such that

$(x) is closed for all x G X admits an &-measurable selection.

In particular, every correspondence ^: X —> Y such that ^(x) is closed for all

x G X and ty~x(F) G 6E for all closed F Q Y has an &-measurable selection.

Proof. This follows from the abstract theorem by examples (1), (9), (12)

and (16).

(2) Michael [7], [8]. Let X be a paracompact topological space and Y a

convex subset of a locally convex linear space E. Let $ be a lower semicon-

tinuous correspondence between X and Y such that $(x) is closed and convex for

all x G X. Then each of the following conditions is sufficient for the existence of

a continuous selection for $.

(a) E is a Fréchet space.

(b) The natural uniformity of Y is complete and metrizable.

Proof. Examples (2), (10), (13) and (16) show that the assumptions of the

theorem are satisfied in cases (a) and (b).

(3) Bauer and Bear [1]. Let X be a paracompact topological space, Y a

convex subset of a linear space, completely metrized by a convex metric. Then

every lower semicontinuous correspondence $: X —* Y such that 3>(x) is closed

and convex for all x E X admits a continuous selection.

Proof. The assumptions of the abstract theorem are satisfied as examples

(2), (11), (14) and (16) show.

(4) Michael [7]. Let X be a countably paracompact normal space, Y be a

convex subset of a locally convex space E and 4>: X -> Y a lower semicon-

tinuous correspondence such that $(x) is closed and convex for all x E X. Then

any of the following conditions implies that <P has a continuous selection.

(a) E is a separable Fréchet space.

(b) y is separable and its uniformity complete and metrizable.

Proof. Examples (3), (10), (13) and (16) show that the assumptions of the

theorem are satisfied in cases (a) and (b).

(5) Michael [7], [9]. Let X be a normal space and Y a metrizable compact

convex subset of a locally convex space. Then every lower semicontinuous

correspondence $: X -> Y such that $(x) is closed and convex for all x E X

admits a continuous selection.

Proof. The assumptions of the theorem are satisfied, by examples (4), (10),

(13) and (15).
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(6) Let X be a zero-dimensional topological space, Y a complete metric space

and í>: X -» Y a lower semicontinuous correspondence, such that <T>(x) is closed

for all x G X. Then each of the following conditions implies that $ has a

continuous selection.

(a) y is compact.

(b) Michael [7]. X is paracompact.

(c) Michael [7]. X is normal and countably paracompact and Y is Polish.

Proof. The examples show that the assumptions of the abstract theorem

are satisfied, namely: examples (8), (9), (12) and (15) in case (a), examples (6),

(9), (12) and (16) in case (b), examples (7), (9), (12) and (16) in case (c).

(7) Let X be a Lindelöf space with a basis of open-closed sets and Y be a

complete metric space. Then every lower semicontinuous correspondence $

between X and Y such that í>(x) is closed for all x E X admits a continuous

selection.

Proof. Examples (5), (9), (12) and (16) show that the assumption of the

abstract theorem are satisfied (or observe that (7) is a special case of (6)(b) as

the proof following Example (5) shows).

Remarks. (3) (2)(a) is not an immediate consequence of (3) by Remark 1.

(4) Obviously (3) remains true if it is only required that there exists a

sequence of convex pseudometrics on Y, such that the uniformity they

generate is separated and complete.

(5) Results analogous to (4) and (5) can be obtained in the context of (3) in

an obvious manner.

(6) In (1), (2), (4), (6)(b) and (c) the completeness assumption on the whole

space y can be omitted, if we require instead that each <E>(x) is complete. For

replacing Y by its completion, we are in the same situation as before.

(7) In (2), (4) and (5) the metrizability of Y is essential as counterexamples

by Corson and Lindenstrauss [2] and von Weizsäcker [11] show.

(8) (2) characterizes paracompactness in some sense. To be precise, the

following theorem of Michael [7] holds: If X is a Hausdorff topological space,

X is paracompact if the following is true:

For every Banach space Y and every lower semicontinuous

correspondence $: X'-» Y such that <I>(x) is closed and

convex for all x, there exists a continuous selection.
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